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maoDocTioi

2*» his ooeedy, ‘‘Shakespeare poetically

(liiofiillmri the functioning of tin istagimtions

The lunatie, th« lover and th® poet
Aw of imagination all oongttot;
die sees wore devil* than met hell can hold*
that is, Urn nadMuii the l o w , all as frantic,
Sees Helen'•  beauty la a bw»» of Bfer̂ tj 
the poet's eye, in a fine ft w y  rolling.
Doth gLanoe from heaven to earth* froa earth to 

heavens
And aa imagination bodies forth 
the forac of things unknotm, the poet* a pen 
toms than to shapes and gives to airy nothing 
A load habitation end a none*1

Bat Shrtespoare also recognised this sense as a power that oould serve

as a principle of deceptions

such tricks hate strong imagination*
Shat, If  It would bit apprehend sons Joy,
It comprehends sane bringer of that Joy:
Or in the night, imagining sane fear,
How oasy is a bush supposed a heart?

John Pjme la cognisant of tho significant rcCLe ployed by the imagination

In the U fa of the Individual, One1* hopes, fears, and loros are largely

Influenced by his Imagination. 3

Da the normal person tho imagination does little hares, but very 
ouch food* It is the inagimtton forming mnmam  
images to Illustrate the abstract ideas In tho intdloot.

1 m i a »  Shakespeare, A .m daaa«grHlflht'&.. .OraaHu v a *8«18* quoted froe

m m  cmt* < « u . M M S z S m a  «***>*> . m ) ,  p* 201.

3m t>  lines 19*2£,

3John X» Pyne, The rind. (Hew York, 1926) , p* ZUL,
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with whioh it aooporates, that enables us to aadarstwifl 
eaally and d e a r t h

Henoe Man an abstract propositi*# is enunciated lafeleh 1# difficult to

tmpmhmd, am  asks the p u k #  to illustrate. 1M m illustration tt»

bewpts to erabodp la a definite laage, the linos which hi© «orde express in

nara abstract, g«iwww.l fcorjaa#

Because the ina^LmtLon wakaa us independent of 
present sensory stisa&atlott and allows m  to soar 
beyond reality, it la a great tool of the intellect 
and la usually &m A  wall developed In aoeta, scientists, 
ln«aatow» and other creative thinkers,.*

But jm i as Imgination serves as a tool* It also can bmsm  a tmmtHL In* 

atroaant contributing to m m m iz, ovarenotionaXian, and Illusion. ibeae 

states la tarn mke their contributions to error is the intellect.

In order to aaiittain the imagination aa a beneficial U s l m w t , a 

certain degree of octroi la imperative* Given too free at rotoi* an un

checked Imagination causes a scientist to boaone too i*ioh of a drearner or 

a philosopher to become too suoh of a visionary, Botth ecmpares the lMagina* 

tIon to a tool shop for the sdndt If It i ^ t  kept ordej&y and uncluttered, 

arm  tim $* It way oontaln the finest tools, It mm be a #n§ere*us place to 

w k ,  "the intellect mat operate with a controlled imagination*

If aoderately toaralssd, the. proves neat ha&pfttU In almost

ovary noiml person there la a "certain play of lsageiy 1M &1 la haiwleas 

and even beneficial when kept under control. " 7 tet flights from reality

5^maB S* rtayoe, IMJBlLSiff. !&■&£& <»*» ^ D #  9> ®SW&.

[|aman y ith .^^Iq tro d^io a  to... .anaa«aaMflaflL M i a l M  ( nglewood

?« l  R# Cavanagh and .fames 0* MeCk&drlek, anrtflnpfl^
{Itlwufeee. 1958). P* U S ,

http://www.l
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most be controlled. This thesis therefore centers around the following 

paragraph:

Exuberant and prolific fancy (Imagination)
'rfhen uncontrolled by reason, may divert atten
tion from th© essential to the accidental, 
aay pervert and mislead the powers of judg*

+  -cnt, end nay so confuse the reason that fic
tion is substituted for objective reality#®

More precisely, this thesis will deal with the nature of error and

the Imagination, and how the source of error actually is in the imagination.

Si other words, the imagination and the role it plays with regard to error

in the Intellect will be considered*

Michael S'aher, EaaMflar.i.Jitapjrical, and .Mtanal (London, 1921), p. 170.



chm m  i

1

TH5 KA73HE 0? ERROR

The history of ideas ?nd personal esjseriencc attest to tho feet

that the mind consorts more with error than tilth troth.

?Jpjroj» easts to be even nor© natural to an&ssala as they 
actually are than knowledge. For experience proves that 
people easily decoive and deSLude thmcelveo, whilst to 
cosfflto to true fcntff&edge they need to be taught by others.

*«**»• a&.qgft M i K t t t e U a
it spends In knowing truth* .for to acquire this knot&edgo even 
a long course of study hardly suffices

Before it is possible to analyze error, the nature of truth mist be 

considered. Truth, properly speaking* resides in the intellect and is de

fined as the conformity of intellect and thing. Ifenee to know this con

formity between the intellect and thing is to know truth. The senses can 

not attain truth In this sense for they can not know the conformty which 

assists between an object and their perception of the object, Ihe intellect, 

however, can know its own eonfomlty with an objects it first knows and ex

presses truth when it judges its idea of a tiling to correspond to the thing 

Itself. This the intellect accomplishes by an act of composing and dividing* 

at. Thomas explains this as follows*

Truth therefore stay be in the senses, or in the 
Intellect knowing •’what a thing is” as In any
thing that is true? yet not as the thing known 
in the knower, which i® implied by the ward 
"truth,” for the perfection of tho intellect Is 
truth as known.

l8t, Thoms Aquinas, trims, by
KcneOte Foster and Silvester ifctnphries (Iter Havon, 1951)» Z3EX« 3* 62**.



Therefore, properly speal&ng, truth resides in 
the intellect composing and dividing, and not 
in the senses, nor in the intellect knowing 
"what a thing is .z

St, Ohoms farther explains, in toe

that truth depends upon an intellectual comparison, thus it can only

he found in jud^ient.

Just as truth is prtsmt in the intellect before 
it is present in things, sc it is present first 
of all in the act of the intellect which am* 
pcsos and divides rather than in the aet of the 
intellect which forms the essence of things.

■Hie notion of truth consists in the conforwity 
of the intellect with reality. Bow, a thing 
cannot ecaifom to itself, since conformity or 
equality is predicated of different things.
Therefore, truth is found first of all in the 
Intellect when It begins to possess something 
proper to itself, smetMng -which does not exist 
outside the soul, but which corresponds to what 
is outside, so that evidence is given ef the 
oonfomity.

flie intellect has only the likeness of the thing 
existing outside the wind when it forms the es
sences of things. Bat whenJt begins to Judge 
about what is apprehended, then the judgment is 
something that belongs uniquely to the intellect 
and is not found outside it in nature* Khan 
the Intellect oonforsis to wbftt is outside is 
nature, it is said to have a true Judgment.̂

Since, then, truth is found formally only in a judgment "where affirmation

or .denial is made of the relation of the subject of a proposition to its 
h

predicate," falsity, considered in the fomal sense, "can also be only in

zSt. Thomas Aquinas, I, q, 16, a,2, Corp.

% t . Ihoos Aejuinas, aisptttod Questions cm truth, I , 3* Corp,, quoted 
in Keith, op. elt., p* 9%



the judgment, since it is the contrary of truth."-*

For the investigation of the nature of error, further insights into 

the knowing process, from thejLnteHect* s point ofjview, must be gained in 

order to appreciate the imaginations role in knowledge and ultimately in 

error. She growth of human knowledge has been compared to a type of 

movement. The intellect's first concepts are imperfect and have to per

fected through a continuous process of sense experience and intellectual 

abstraction. Because of this process of development, the human intellect 

must advance through several kinds of operations.

The first of these operations, the grasping of individibles. consists 

in grasping what something is without denying or affirming anything about 

it. This process is often termed simple apprehension, but this stage is 

far removed from any connotation of simplicity; it involves conceptual 

knowledge, but does not as yet include any reference to how or in what way 

something is. ,

Hie other two operations of the intellect follow upon this grasping 

of indivisibles. Che consists in an intellectual composing or dividing to 

form propositions which is termed judgment. In knowing what man is, for 

example, we do not, by that fact, have truth nor falsity. Truth or falsity 

arise when we assert that he £§. such or such. Ibis is done in the act of 

composition (and/or division) in which we affirm or deny something of man 

be referring some subsequently acquired knowledge to the initial knowledge



The composition (and/or division) of the intellect is expressed 

by an affirmative or negative enunciation. Conformity, between the intellect 

and what is, occurs when an enunciation expresses what, in fact, is, or what, 

in fact, is not. In this case the composition or division of thejintellect 

is true. If, however, an enunciation asserts what is not or negates what is, 

the intellect is not in conformity with what is or is not and its composition 

or division is false.

Now it is one thing to have attained conformity of the intellect and 

what is and it is something else again to know that you have attained it.

Thus knowledge of the truth is attained in the third operation when the 

intellect at the conclusion of a reasoning process makes a judgment that 

one thing should or should not be affirmed of another. Judgment requires 

evidence. Evidence is had here by reducing the conclusion into its prin

ciples. When the mind succeeds in showing that the conclusion is involved 

in the very notion of the principles then it has achieved evidence for a 

certain judgment. The mind rests in its end which is truth, formally and 

absolutely—knowledge of the true as true.

If, however, judgment is passed without sufficient evidence so that 

there is no certitude and the mind approves what is actually false, then the 

result is error formally. Therefore error in the strict sense can only be 

ascribed to the intellect; in its formal sense error "is due to a faulty 

judgment in which the person reflects upon his act of judgment and gives 

assent to it."^



Truth is assured only when the judgment (the act of the intellect 

joining or dividing a subject and a predicate)^ corresponds with things 

as they are. Reality is the basic measure of truth} and a person's know

ledge is right in proportion as he succeeds in attaining "that which is,"

>4 and of identifying himself, intellectually, with the object of his
O

thought. lhe intellect must constantly refer back to the sense experience 

when proceeding toward judgments. The image (which will be discussed in 

detail later) becomes a vital frame of reference for the intellect in 

composing and dividing. The third act of the mind or reasoning is simi

larly affected by the image, since it is related to judgment as movement 

to rest. Since there exists "no essential difference between the imperfect 

state of a form and its complete realization; neither is there an essential 

difference between movement and rest in the intellect."9

let how can one be certain that the knowledge from which his 

reasoning begins is an adequate representation of reality?

Only by retracing our steps from end to beginning of 
the process of cognition. Thus, active intellect ab
stracts from a phantasm that is derived from experience; 
and experience is the outcome of actual contact with the 
world.

The process of cognition can hence be compared with a chain which connects 

external reality with the knower; if any one part of the chain becomes weak 

or distorted, the knower's link with reality is correspondingly affected. 

Royce summarizes the intellectual process as follows:

*  ?Vincent E. Smith, The Elements of Logic (Milwaukee, 1957). p. 19.

^Robert E. Brennan, General Psychology (New York, 1958). P« 390.

^Reith, op. cjt» § p. 174.

5
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the object impresses itself through a medium 
physically upon the receptor organ and brain.
This physiological activity is the means or in
strument by which the object actuates the sen
sory power which is in potency to know. The 
resulting impression is called the impressed 
sensible species. The sense power vitally re
acts, uniting with the object intentionally,

^  ' either directly if the object is present in a
percept, or through an expressed sensible spe
cies if the object is imagined or remembered.

In any case, the object is now present in the 
knower as form with out matter, but with mater
ial qualities, and hence in only a quasi-im
material state (phantasm). The light of the 
agent intellect now causes this intentional 
form to be impressed upon thepotential or true 
intellect in a strictly immaterial or spiritualw 
way, without individual material qualities.
This form thu3 received in the intellect by the 
.joint action of agent and phantasm 
is called the impressed intelligible species.
Since knowledge does not consist in a purely pas
sive reception of forms, the intellect in turn 
vitally reacts and produces the expressed in
telligible species, also known as idea....-^-

It should be noted here that the idea thus produced is not that

which is known, but that by which one knows.

what is grasped, first and foremost, is the 
thing; and the idea is simply the intermediary 
between the knowing subject and the object known, 
enabling the latter to become identified, in an 
intentional way, with the former. The primary 
purpose of the idea, then, is not to arrest our 
consciousness (though the idea, too, can become 
an object of reflection, as Aquinas points out), 
but rather to direct our thinking to the thing 
it represents. Only on this condition can our 
knowledge be objective; and -only when it is ob-

^Royce, op. cit. , p. 1*1-3 .



jective are we certain of its truth.12

The image itself provides the determination of the intelligible 

species. But virtue of the image the intellect knows something rather 

than nothing. Without the image one would be forced to admit that the 

agent intellect contained everything that the intellect could know.

"It is the phantasm which supplies the object from which the agent in

tellect can abstract the id*»a of this rather than that." 13 Thus the 

phantasm explains why one has the idee, of horse rather than tree. Ihe

agent intellect could never provide the object, nor the phantasm thie

14
spirituality of the idea.

Ihe inadequate phantasm can indeed become the weak link in the 

cognitive chain which can distort the idea, Ihe judgments composed of 

such ideas would in turn be false, since their content would not be 

corresponding to reality. In the De Veritate St. Thomas notes that 

"every time that intellect allows itself to be de errained by some 

fallible sign, it makes room for disorder whether its movement be perfect 

or imperfect. h1̂  In the following chapter this fallible sign, the phan

tasm, will be considered more closely along with the faculty which pro

duces it, the imagination.

7

12Brennan, loc. cit.

13
Royce, pp. cit., p. 119.

15at. Thomas Aquinas, De Veritate, 18, 6., quoted in Pierre Rousselot, 
The Intellectualism of Saint Thoms, trans, by James E. O'Mahony,
(New York, 1935.)



CHAPTER II

"THE NATURE OF THE IMAGINATION"

St. Thomas considers the imagination both in a broad and in a

strict sense. In its more restricted usage, imagination refers to a

distinct internal sense power having its own domain of specialized

knowledge. In its more common sense the imagination signifies this plus

"all internal knowledge, with inextricably intermingled contributions

from the common sense, memory, and the cogitative power, in its relations

I
with intellectual knowledge. . , of external things."

In the former sense, St. Thomas, in his Summa Theologica. describes 

the imagination as "ordained to retain or preserve (sensible) forms re

ceived through the senses." 2 Elaborating on this description, Glenn 

remarks that aside from being an inner sense which is fitted to perceive, 

preserve, and reproduce in concrete image the findings of the external 

senses, the imagination "can also rearrange, reconstruct, exaggerate, mini

mize, cartoon, and co-mlngle the images once formed upon external sensation.

Regis more precisely notes that "the proper function of the imagina

tion is to preserve whatever is perceived by the external senses and 

common s e n se .R e ith  attributes a twofold function to theimagination:

^L.M. Regis, Eoistemoiogy. translated by Imelda Byrne (New York, 1959), 

Reith, op. cit. , p. 1^1.

^Paul Glenn, Psychology. (St. Louis, 1936), p. 261.

^Regis, loc. d t .



"to retain images of past external experience and to com pose new images 

from the experience of the past.

Considering first the imagination's role as a receptacle of past

external experience, it appears to be of a passive nature, tending toward

the same objectivity as sense knowledge. The imagination, left to its own

initiative, has no other function than to store the data perceived by the

external senses and experienced by the common sense. Regis supports this

statement by a passage from the 3umma Theologies;

A thing is known, in a second way, by a sort of 
secondary mutation, which is nothing but a pro
longation of the mutation of thejparticular sense 
by an exterior thing. This prolonged motion re
mains even in the absence of exterior objects and 
characterizes the imagination.?

Two prominent figures in the field of psychology and psychiatry,

Jahn Cavanagh and James McGoldrick, outline five specific functions

of the imaginations

Imagination is an internal cognitive power which 
is stimulated by the central sense and a) preserves 
the images of objects perceived by the external 
senses, b) recalls the images so retained, c) creates 
or combines new groupings of Images, d) does not re
cognize the images as past or as representing past 
events, but relives the past as though it were pre
sent, and e) projects the Images. °

No peculiar psychological significance is attributed to these first

two stages (which are concerned with retaining images of past external

experience), but the creative function is of special importance; it can

have disastrous as well as beneficial effects in the life of the

9

SfieitH, on. clt., p. 103.

^Regis, loc. sit.

7Ibid.

8Cavanagh and McGoldrick, op. clt. , p. 111-12.



individual person.

The function of the imagination of composing new images from the 

experience of the past will now be discussed. This creative role of the 

imagination consists “in making composite sensory images from various 

details of past experiences retained in the imagination.The details of 

the product of the imagination mast, at some time or another, have been 

received by the external senses, but the arrangement of these details is 

left to the imagination. For example, theimagination can combine a number 

of species into an image of an object which has never been directly ap

prehended by the external senses, “as when it combines the forms of gold 

and mountain into the image of gold-mountain. "10 Thus the imagination, 

unconcerned about identification, tends to divorce itself from reality. 

Without any concern for the objects from which the original percepts were

gleaned, the imagination "constructs a new image out of the elements con-

11
tained in the phantasms stored away in the memory.M It is precisely this 

power to combine various experiences that makes the imagination so valuable 

an instrument of the mind and yet a tool of error.

The recasting of the sense-perceptions by the imagination can be in

fluenced by "corporeal transmutations, as for example in mew who are 

sleeping or violently insane, or again at the command of reason disposing 

phantasms in view of intellectual ends. ”12 Pyne points out that when the 

imagination acts in a capricious manner, producing unusual, whimsical phan

9Reith, loc. cit.

•*~°3umma Theologica. I, q. 78, a. k, Corp.

^fyne, op. cit., p. 210.

12Regis, op. cit.. p. 2**0.

10
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tasms, it is called fancy. He states further that among the mental products 

thatowe their existence principally to this power are wit and humor.^

In his analysis of the constructive or creative imagination, Maher 

indicates the cooperation of three factors: purpose, attention, and dis

criminative selections

There must be at least in dim outlines before 
the mind an aim or object to be realized. Then, 
as in order to satisfy this vague desire the 
spontaneous activity of the faculty brings 
forward its materials, the attention is fixed 
on those likely to fit into the wished-for ideal.
Finally, selective discrimination retains those 
judged to be appropriate and rejects the remainder.

The creative act of the imagination is not a simple reflex of the in

dividual, but involves a rather integrated effort of three factors. But 

more important, note how the Intellect comes into play as it scrutinizes 

the material of the imagination. It determines which Images are acceptable 

and rejects the others.

James Royce, Head of the Psychology Department at the University of 

Seattle, discusses at length the role of the image or phantasms

"Phantasm" is a word used in traditional Scho
lastic philosophy to refer to any sensory know
ledge from which the intellect can abstract an 
idea. It does not have any specific reference 
to fantasy. Although a phantasm is usually ela
borated upon the imagination and other in
ternal senses, It is here taken to mean a sen
sory awareness produced by the combining of any 
of the special and internal senses. Phantasm 
is conceived of in Scholastic theory as the

^Fyne, on. cit.. p. 213. 

^laher, op. cit.. p. 166.



subordinate and instrumental efficient cause 
of the idea, the principal efficient cause 
being the agent intellect.15

The importance of the role of the image in ideogenesis is briefly- 

traced now. The action of the material object brings the sense from a 

state of potency to that of act and awakens sense perception "which re

sults in a phantasm of the object in the imagination from which the uni-

X6
versal is abstracted." Neither the physical object nor the phantasm di

rectly reveal themselves to the possible intellect. They only furnish toe 

elements or material for the elaboration of the concept. Because they are 

both concrete and individual, they are not actually intelligible but only 

potentially so.

Hie idea, however, is "truly dependent on thephantasm, since it is 

only through toe product of sense that mind can come in contact with its 

object. In fact, it would appear that the intellect never operates with

out the use of images. As Aristotle notes, "To the thinking soul, phan

tasms have the same relation as a sensible object to the senses."**’® But 

Brennan observes, "it is plain that there is no sensation without the pre

sence of an object inpinging on toe organs.Therefore, "there is no 

thinking without toe presence of a phantasm." In his Commentary on the De

Anlma St. Thomas explicitly states that "the intellect always requires

21
phantasms." Brennan says of the dependence of the idea upon the phantasms 

St. Thomas, too, is firm on this point; and in

^Royce, o p . cit.. 118.

l6Sister Mary .Anastasia Ceady, The Phantasm According: to the Teaching of 
St. Thomas. (Washington, B.C., 19357, P*

•^Brennan, o p . cit.. p. 28k.

Aristotle, De Anima. translation by Kenelm Foster and Silvester Humphries,
(New Haven, 1 9 51 ),III, vil, 770, 72.

^Brennan, loc. cit.

20
Aristotle, loc. cit.

21st. Thomas, De Anima. Ill, vli, 775*



favor of Jil© view, he notes, first, t|i§ general 
tendency of Bind to adduce pelpr-.blo extasftes,
in m effort to clarify I to understanding of a 
problem secondly, the familiar hhblt of trying 
tc visualise things that are actually Incapable 
of being seen, such a® energy, power, sad sub* 
stanaej thirdly, toe fbet that & mn bom blind 
has no conception of color, sinee there is no 
phantam ftam which he can abstract an ids*#2®

Ct, fbewit marks spociflosUy that the Intellect "knows the individual

thing indirectly or reflsKivaly, by s return to the phantasas from which

it abstracted wfc’t is intcm^l&e. *2-' Thus the tagslie Qootor continues

to the DeL.1MJilte.te that "the isiaga 1® the principle of our knowledge, at

.a® smithing

fleeting, but endarins as #* intellectual activity."24

Considering further the l’UPge-lnUlleot relationship, St. Thouas raaarits

that Ri*aages are related to the intellect as objects in which it sees what-

e w  it seas either through a perfoct representation or through a negation# n5!3

Ifenee, one swat conclude, *stet knowledge ef issages is inpoded, the in*

teUect*s knowledge *rast b» cos^letely obstructed#

m s  chapter has tons presented the nsture and functions of the laa*

ginatlen, with special eapheals upon toe product ef toe iwtgim tlon and toe

other Internal senses, toe Image or pbr>nta®». In particular, the dependency

of toe intellect upon toie taftft m » stress**!, noting, -1th 3U Thates,

that “toe soul oan*t understand without phantasm."27 Aad even *tw» to® phan*

teas is present, the intellect saist constantly refer to it in an effort to

^arennan, loo, elt.

23st# thorns, Se tolas. Ill, vii, 713*

2% t , Thanes Afinas, Ate. £ lL £ ^to .,ja l SOBSUm* trans
lation by Ama-nd Kaurer, (Toronto, 1953)* »*• 2* a«* 5*

?5yMr».

2$M ^ *  2, ad# 2*

27SU Thorns, 3p Aniau. III, Vii, 772#



favor of his view, he notes, first, the general 
tendency of mind to adduce palpable examples, 
in an effort to clarify its understanding of a 
problem; secondly, the familiar habit of trying 
to visualize things that are actually incapable 
of being seen, such as energy, power, and sub
stance; thirdly, the fact that a man born blind 
has no conception of color, since there is no 
phantasm from which he can abstract an idea.22

St. Thomas remarks specifically that the intellect "knows the individual 
th
thing indirectly or reflexively, by a return to the phantasms firm which 

it abstracted what is intelligible. "23 Thus the Angelic Doctor continues 

in the De Trlnitate that "the image is theprinciple of our knowledge, as 

m t  Ji&fiLwhlgh toejmgr^tlon of theinteljeet begins, not as something 

fleeting, but enduring as a sort of foundation of intellectual activity. "2^ 

Considering further the image-intellect relationship, St. Thomas remarks 

that "images are related to the intellect as objects in which it sees what

ever it sees either through a perfect representation or through a negation."2  ̂

Hence, one must conclude, "when knowledge of images is impeded, the in

tellects knowledge must be completely obstructed."2^

This chapter has thus presented toe nature and functions of the imagina

tion, with special emphasis upon the product of the imagination and the 

other internal senses, toe image or phantasm. In particular, the dependency 

of the intellect upon this image was stressed, noting, with St. Thomas, 

that "the soul can't understand without phantasms."28 And even vhen the phan 

tasm is present, the Intellect must constantly refer to it in an effort to

22
Brennan, loc,.._SiV

23St. Thomas, De Anima. IH , vU , ?13»

2k
St. Thomas Aquinas, Cgsmentery pn the Pe. Trialfe te. j?f. Joet&Lus, trans

lation by Armand Maurer, (Toronto, 1953), VI, 2, ad. 5-

25Ibld.

26Ibld.

2?Ibid.. VI, 2, ad. 2.

^St. Thomas, De Anima. Ill, vii, ??2.



clarify the intellects understanding of a problem. The third chapter of 

this thesis will discuss how the imagination actually serves as a principle 

of error.

*
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ELEMENTS OF THE IMAGINATION CONTRIBUTING TO ERROR

Briefly suasnarizing what has been discussed in the first two chapters,

^  it was noted that all knowledge begins in the senses. St. Thoms discusses

the role of the imagination in the intellectual process:

For from the apprehension of sense springs the 
apprehension of the imagination, which, as the 
Philosopher says, is a movement resulting from 
sense; and from it in turn springs our intellec
tual apprehension, because, as is clear in the 
De Anima. images are as objects of the intellec
tual soul.1

Hie function of the image or phantasm was described as crucial in 

the process of thinking: "the intellect always requires phantasms," 2 

or more explicitly, "the soul can't understand without phantasms. *3

When one link in the intellectual process is weakened or distorted, 

the rest of the succeeding operations are affected. Hence, if the ex

ternal senses prove defective or an internal sense such as the imagination 

elicits an image that is inadequate in representing reality completely, 

the intellect may form an erroneous concept of reality.

More specifically, the senses can only report the wayin which they are 

affected by reality. But there can be a disproportion between what the 

senses themselves report and what actually exists. This disproportion is 

the reason why the imagination is the principle or source of error. The

^  ^Summa Theologica, I, q. 16, a. 2, Corp.

2St. Thomas, De Anima. Ill, vii, 7^5.

3Ibid. in , vii, 772.

CHAPTER III



intellect is the actual cause of error when it accepts this sense report 

to be an adequate representation of reality. Hence the ways in which the 

senses are affected by reality may not be an accurate reflection of the 

way reality actually exists. The imagination, then, produces an image 

which reproduces the manner in which the senses were affected by the ob

jective world, but this image might not be an adequate representation of 

this world. If the intellect accepts this inadequate image as reflecting 

reality, then error results from this judgment. Imagination can thus be 

the root of error, but the cause of error always rests in the intellec

tual judgment.

In itself, the imagination, considered with regard to its function as

the recipient of the proper effects of exterior sensibles, has the same

objectivity as the external senses. The imagination "is not, as too often

stated, a purely capricious power concerned with the likenesses of physical

things, but a cognitive power whose activity is an effect of the causality

of things upon the s o u l . I t  enjoys, therefore, in due proportion, the

same objectivity as do the external senses with regard to common sensibles,

proper sensibles, and accidental sensibles, at least when they are present.

In the absence of these sensibles, however, the imagination’s objectivity

is strained:

In the absence of these sensibles, the ima
gination is more sensitive to inner influences, 
that is, to inpulses that come from the will

^Regis, op. cit., p. 271.



through the cogitative power, and then imagi
nation's objective realism can be no longer 
dealing with the solitary workings of the ina
gination itself, but with teamwork wherein pres
sures other than those of exterior things are 
brought to bear.5

According to the type and theintensity of the pressures exerted on the 

imagination, it can either go beserk or become the most precious in

strument of scientific, mathematical and philosophical knowledge. Van 

Steenberghen calls attention in particular to the function of the creative 

imagination: "The play of the imagination, especially its characteristic 

compositive function, enriches my conscious life, but, also complicates it 

and at times confuses lt.*1̂

As an instance of the imagination’s ability to confuse, Van Steenberghen 

first points to the difficulty of distinguishing an image from a perceived 

datum. This problem of distinguishing between the world of images and the 

world of perceptions, which he terms “one of the hardest problems in philo

sophy, «7will now be investigated.

Harmon clarifies somewhat the image-perception distinction by in

dicating first toe similarities that exist between the two and then their 

differences:

Images resemble sense impressions in their de
pendence upon the physiological organism and 
the fact that they always represent specific 
objects of sensory experience. They differ 
from sensations in being less complete as to 
details, less vivid, less stable, and more 
subject to voluntary control in the way of

5lbld.

^Fernand Van Steenberghen, Bpjstaaology. Vol.II, translation by Martin J. 
Flynn, (New York, 19*9), p. 124.
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production, variation, and dismissal. Sensa
tions, in fact, cannot be altered in any degree 
at will, except insofar as we direct our at
tention from one part of the sense object to 
another.

Some images, on the contrary, are susceptible 
to a high degree of voluntary manipulation.

%  Ordinarily they may be called up at one's
pleasure; made to change their position, shape, 
or color; even be combined into new patterns 
if desired; and, eventually, be banished alto
gether from consciousness. Finally, images 
are internal phenomena, since their existence 
is purely subjective and their physiological 
basis, intraorganic,°

Hie chief psychological difference lies in the fact that sense- 

perception, as a rule, is much more vivid than an image. But this 

difference is far from being universal, hence there is the possi

bility of mistaking one for the other.^

Because vivid'images can easily be mistaken for sense-perceptions, 

the possibility of error in the intellect occurs, since the active intellect 

is presented with a ohantasm which inadequately represents reality.

This mistake occurs regularly in ordinary dreams and not infrequently 

in the twilight states between waking and dreaming. St. Thomas com

ments on these phenomena and how falsity can be attributed to the 

imagination:

Falsity is attributed to the imagination, as it 
represents the likeness of something even in its 
absence. Hence, when anyone perceives the like
ness of something as if it were the thing itself,

% ^Rrancis L. Harmon, Principles of Psychology, (Milwaukee, 1938), P* 181-82. 

'''Hubert Gruender, Experimental Psychology, (Hew York, 1932), p. 169*



falsity results from such an apprehension; and 
for this reason the Philosopher says that sha
dows, pictures, and dreams are said to be false 
insofar as they convey the likeness of things 
that are not present in substance. 10

the likeness of something can prove most deceptive in itself -when it is 

accepted by the intellect in too literal or too objective a light.

St. Thomas presents the example of Adam, who, even in the state of in

nocence, viewed the sun other than what it really was. That is to say, 

the sun seemed smaller than its actual or natural size. Because imagina

tion naturally follows the senses, "reason had necessarily to intervene

11
in order to correct these impressions.

This paper will now briefly consider three particular types of mental 

phenomena that denote erroneous convictions: illusion, delusion, and fal

lacy. The first, the more pertinent phenomenon of illusion, will be dis

cussed more thoroughly, the activity of toe imagination!s the chief source 

of these mental phenomena.12 And according to the type and intensity of 

the pressures exerted on toe imagination, these mental phenomena range 

from toe normal to toe pathological*

Fallacy means a vicious reasoning, an intel
lectual inference of a fallacious character, 
whilst illusion signifies a deceptive or 
spurious act of apprehension, and delusion 
implies a false belief of a somewhat perma
nent nature and of a more or less exten
sive range,13

A common factor to all these states of consciousness is their note of

lg3umma Theologica. I, q. 1?, a. 2, ad. 2.

11 Pierre Rousselot, The Intellectualjsm of Saint Thomas, translated by 
James E. O’Mahony, (New York, 1935), P« 76.

12Maher, o p . cit. . p. 170.

13Ibid.



falsity. 5>oiu a psychological standpoint, then, a mental act "which disa

grees from its object as that object is known by the normal human mind" is 

said to be false or untrue.1^ An illusion, for instance, is a deceptive 

cognition which proports to be immediately evident, and it car* be due to 

erroneous expectations and mistaken memories, just as well as to false per

ceptions of the external senses. Thus the causes of illusion may be either 

subjective or objective, i.e. . mistakes may arise either from mental 

influences, or from irregular conditions which includes the state of the 

human organism.

It is important to note that in the process of knowledge, the amount 

of material directly presented to the external senses is extremely small.

%  far the greater part of the information gained through each act of ap

prehension is due to inference, memory, and "associations of other faculties 

faintly revived in imagination. Accordingly the disposition of the mind 

immediately preceding the impression of any particular object has a crucial 

determining in what manner this object will be perceived.

For example, if the imagination is vigorously sxcitible, and if one

has a lively expectation of beholding sane special occurrence, it is probable

that anything bearing even a faint resemblance to this desired occurrence

will be mistaken for this anticipated experience:

Sven in normal perception a large part of the 
mental product is furnished by the phantasy 
from the resources of previous eocperiences, it



Is not surprising that where anticipation of an 
event is very strong, and its representation 
very vivid, the mind may perceive an occurrence 
before it happens, or apprehend an object •where 
none exists.Id

KLckaby, approaching this problem from an organic point of view, states 

that "whenever in the brain extraordinary causes which are internal 

excite those phenomena which ordinarily are excited by familiarly known 

objects, there is a tendency erroneously to judge those objects to be pre

sent, though in reality they are not."17 Sometimes itis the vehemence of 

an idea which arouses the sensible image; at other times the abnormally ex

cited sense-images can reverse the process and call up their corresponding 

ideas.

This particular species of deception, in which a mental state is 

aroused without any external cause, is termed a subjective sensation. In 

the case of subjective sensation, such simulated cognitions may result in 

very serious effects on the organism. This image may seem so real, that 

pleasure or pain, depending on the nature of the illusion, may be fully as 

intense and vivid as if the appearance were a reality. The mental states of 

expectation, desire, and fear have the largest share in the production of 

illusion. The immediate effect of these sentiments is "intense excitation 

of the imagination, a lively picture of the desired or dreaded event is 

conjured up by the fancy and the vivid image is taken for the reality.

It is necessary now to investigate other factors which tend to make

l6Ibid.. p. 172.

1 /7Harmon, op. cit.. p.181-82.

16Maher, op. cit., p. 173.



judgments go beyond the real datum which should be the exclusive norm of

one's affirmations. The complexity, obscurity or temporal distance of the

object as reproduced by the phantasm can "doubtless be the occasion of an

19
error in judgment." According to how far one is removed from the actual 

experience of an object, one1s knowledge will become the less certain, and 

so much the more risk of error creeping in. But, as mentioned before, the 

true causes of error are to be found in the Intellect performing the act of 

judgment, i.e.. in the subject himself. Van Steenberghen lists the following 

sources of error of the subject's misinterpretation of the images

(a) The subject's haste and inattentions One neglects to study the 

object carefully and to distinguish its proper characteristics; thus one 

confuses a deer and an elk.

(b) The subject's temeritys One makes judgments which exceed his 

actual perception} one relies imprudently on his memory instead of checking 

its trustworthiness—e.g.. by consulting a book to find a date.

(c) The subject's confusions Che's feelings and passions interfere with 

his judgment; thus hate, fear, love and anger etc. cloud one's thinking and 

toting.

(d) The subject's prejudicess Convictions acquired previously through 

tradition or the Influence of the environment, and not checked, affect the 

evolution of knowledge by introducing false judgments or false principles; 

hence the image of a black-skinned man can symbolize or is equated with hate

-^Van Steenberghen, op. cit., p. 174.



and distrust.

(e) The subject’s mistakes in thelogical connection of his judgments; 

here belong the faults of reasoning illogically, but these factors are not 

immediately connected with the phantasm as such. 20

Under the influence of such motives, one often fonas hasty judgments

and attributes to a subject predicates which do not belong to it at all;

these judgments of the intellect will then be erroneous, i .e. . will not con-

21
form to the real.

Thus in the flow of normal living a person can fall into error through 

the workings of the imagination. But the imagination can also contribute 

to certain pathological conditions in the individual. In certain situations 

the powers of the imagination are utilized as escape mechanisms from reality. 

In these states, persons live in an erroneous and distorted world of make- 

believe:

In pathological instances, because of the haras
sing recollection of ill-resolved early conflicts, 
the individual feels the need to escape from a 
sense of frustration which crushes him. This 
frustration manifests itself in fear, anxiety, 
worry, and inferiority complexes. The indivi
dual frequently learns to secure temporary ob
livion from his worries by going into the realms 
of creative imagination.2*

Van Steenberghen points to such conditions as the morbid states of elation, 

delirium, and hallucination as very obscure conscious states. "In these 

cases the knowing subject cannot distinguish or analyze the elements

20Ibid.. p. 175-76.

21Ibid.. p. 17^,

22Cavanagh and McGoldriek, op. cit. , P» 112.



making up his actual conscious s t a t e . S u c h  cases can not distinguish 

between the products of their imagination and what actually corresponds to 

objective reality. Thus the misinterpretation of the images of the ima

gination can result in pathological situations.

In summation, therefore, this thesis has discussed the nature of 

error, noting that the cause of error rests formally in the act of judg

ment. When judgment is passed without sufficient evidence so that there is 

no certitude and the mind approves what is actually false, then the result 

is error formally. However, the composition of one’s judgment is so in

timately bound up with the ideas based on phantasms that the phantasms have 

proved to be sources of error at times. The phantasm which proves inadequate 

in representing reality can become the weak link in the cognitive chain 

which can distort the idea and ultimately the judgment based on this idea.

The Imagination produces images from the perceptions of the external 

senses, linking the intellect with external reality. The senses can only 

report the way in which they are affected by reality. But there can be a 

disproportion between what the senses themselves report and what actually 

exists. This disproportion is the reason why the imagination is the prin

ciple or source of error. If the intellect accepts this inadequate image as 

reflecting reality, then error results from this judgment. Imagination can 

thus be the root of error, but the cause of error always rests in the in

tellectual judgment.

2^Van Steenberghen, op . cit., p. 124.
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